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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In July 1980, the staff issued a report, NUREG-0661, " Safety Evaluation
Report, Mark I Containment Long-Term Program," to address the NRC acceptance
criteria for the Mark I containment Long-Term Program, which are intended
to establish design basis loads that are appropriate for the anticipated
life of each Mark I CWR facility, and to restore the originally intended
design safety margins for each Mark I containment system.

Since the issuance of NUREG-0661, the Mark I owners submitted additional
reports in which they provided additional justification for the adequacy

,
of: (1) the data base for specifying torus wall pressure during condensa-
tion oscillations; (2) the consideration
during condensation oscillations; and (3)given to asymmetric torus loading

,_

the effect of fluid compressibility
in the vent system on pool-swell loads. As a result of the staff's and its
consultant's (Brookhaven National Laboratory) evaluation of these reports,
Supplement I to NUREG-0661, dated August 1982, has been issued.

2.0 EVALUATION

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation submitted a Plant Unique Analysis
Report (PUAR) on the pool dynamic loads for the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power;

Station Mark I containment. This report provides a description of the
specific application of the generic Mark I pool dynamic loads and methods
for Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station and the plant unique loads used in
assessing the capability of the containment and components to accomodate the
pool dynamic loading phenomena. The Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
was contracted to review the PUAR for compliance with the staff's acceptance
criteria and to evaluate the acceptability of any proposed alternative load
specification.

A summary of the BNL review and status for each of the pool dynamic loads
is presented in the attached report titled " Technical Evaluation of the
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station Plant Unique Analysis Report." As
indicated in the report, Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation has
adopted all but a few of the generic criteria. For those few exceptions
alternative criteria were proposed. The BNL evaluation of these criteria is
included in the attached report. Based on its review, the staff endorses
the BNL evaluation and conclusion. .
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3.0 CONCLUSIONS

The staff has completed an assessment of Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station against generic acceptance criteria contained in NUREG-0661 and its
supplement, and has also reviewed those few areas where alternative criteria.

4,~
have been proposed. In addition, the staff has completed its review of
those areas where additional information was relegated to the plant unique

- review. In each of these areas the staff has concluded that the pool
dynamic loads utilized by Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation are
conservative and, therefore, acceptable.

Principal Contributor: F. Eltawila

Attached: Technical Evaluation,
dated March 1984, prepared
by Brookhaven National Laboratory

Dated: July 2,1984
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ABSTRACT

<

This Technical Evaluation Report (TER) presents the .'esults of the post-

implementation audit of the Plant. Unique Analysis Report (PUAR) for the Vermont

(1
Iankee Nuclear Power Station. The contents of the PUAR were compared against

the hydrodynamic load Acceptance Criteria (AC) contained in NUREG-0661. The TER

contains a summary of the _ audit findings, as well as a more detailed discussion

of special issues or exceptions to the AC identified during the audit. Two

. tables are provided. The first is a checklist of PUAR loads versus AC specifi-

cations. The second highlights each special issue or AC exception along with an

indication of the type and status of each issue.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The suppression pool hydrodynamic loads associated with a postulated loss-

of-coolant accident (LOCA) were first identified during large-scale testing of I

an advanced design pressure-suppression contai nment (Mark III). These addi-

tional loads, which had not explicitly been included in the original Mark I

c,ontainment design, result from the dynamic effects of drywell air and steam

being rapidly forced into the suppression pool (torus). Because these hydro-

dynamic loads had not been considered in the original design of the Mark I

~ containment, a detailed reevaluation of the Mark I contaiment system was re-

quired.

A historical development of the bases for the original Mark I design, as

well as a summary of the two-part overall program (i.e., Short Term and Long

Tem Programs) used to resolve these issues can be found in Section 1 of Ref-

erence 1. Reference 2 describes the staff's evaluation of the Short Term Pro-
~

gram (STP) used to verify that licensed Mark ! facilities could continue to
~

operate safely while the Long Term Program (LTP) was being conducted.

The objectives of the LTP were to establish design-basis (conservative)

loads that are appropriate for the anticipated life of each Mark I BWR facility

(40 years), and to restore the originally intended design-safety margins for

each Mark I containment system. The principal thrust of the LTP has been the

development of generic methods for the definition of suppression pool hydrody-

namic loadings and the associated structural assessment techniques. for the Mark

I configuration.- The generic aspects of the Mark I Owners Group LTP were com-

pleted with the submittal of the " Mark I Containment Program Load Definition

Report" (Ref. 3)' and the " Mark I Contaiment Program Structural Acceptance

Guid,e" (Ref. 4), as well as supporting reports on the LTP experimental and

analytical t; asks. The Mark I containment LTP Safety Evaluation Report

1
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(NUREG-0661) presented the NRC staff's review of the generic suppression pool
u

hydrodynamic load definition and structural assessmert techniques proposed in

the reports cited above. It was concluded that the load definition prccedures 5

utilized by the Mark I Owners Group, as modified by NRC requirements, provide

conservative estimates of these loading conditions and that the structural ac-

ceptance criteria are consistent with the requirements of the applicable codes

a nd standards.

The generic analysis techniques are intended to be used to perform a plant-

unique analysis (PUA) for each Mark I facility to verify compliance with the ac-

ceptance criteria (AC) of Appendix A to NUREG-0661. The objective of this study

was to perform a post-implementation audit of the Vermont Yankee plant-unique an-

alysis (Reference 5) against the hydrodynamic ioad criteria in NUREG-0661.

_2_
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2. POST-IMPLEMENTATION AUDIT SUMMARY-

The purpose of this post-implementation audit is to evaluate the hydrody-

notic loading methodologies used to modify the suppression chanber, vent system

and internal structures of the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station. The meth-

odologies of the Vennont Yankee PUAR (Reference 5) are compared to those pre-

sented in the LDR (Reference 3) which were approved in the AC of NUREG-0661

(Reference 1). The audit procedure consists of a moderately detailed review of

the plant unique analysis report to verify both its completeness and its com-

pliance with the acceptance criteria. A checklist of the various load categor-

ies specified in the AC, as shown in Table 1, is used to facilitate this task.

Besides providing an overview of the audit, Table 1 supplies plant unique infor-

mation through the notes in the right hand margin which are explained at the end

of the table.

The next section of this TER, Section 3, identifies the exceptions to the
~~

AC, as well as those special areas detected during the Vermont Yankee PUAR au-
'

dit, where additional information was needed.

.
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CRITERIA
GZ $ W I

Dow9 m m4os g< 2 w
NOT 09 $ Oow y o- r o

@w MET d si
"' z

SO $ N#
LOADS

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE a TEMPERATURE 2.1 /

VENT SYSTEM THRUST LOADS 2.2 v '

L- POOL SWELL
,

TORUS NET VERTICAL LOADS 2.3 V
1

TORUS SHELL PRESSURE HISTORIES 2.4 V

VENT SYSTEM IMPACT AND DRAG 2.6 /
IMPACT AND DRAG ON OTHER STRUCTURES 2.7 /
FROTH IMPlNGEMENT 2.8 V
POOL FALLBACK 2.9 V
LOCA JET 2.14.1 / ;.

LOCA BUBBLE DRAG 2.14.2 V
VENT HEADER DEFLECTOR LOADS 2.10 V

1

e

| TABLE 1. LOAD CHECKLIST FOR POST-IMPLEMENTATION AUDIT
; ,

,

e
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CRITERI A
52 U W I|

kOW9 m mOH p q z< w*

MT o
J <ano a

Z< #; LOADS
:
'

CONDENSATION OSCILLATION

TORUS SHELL LOADS 2.11.1 /
,

LOADS ON SUBMERGED STRUCTURES 2.14.5 V 2-
,

h VENT, SYSTEM LOADS 2.11.3 / 3
DOWNCOMER DYNAMIC LOADS 2.11.2 / 4

.

| CHUGGING

. TORUS SHELL LOADS 2.12.1 /
! LOADS ON SUBMERGED STRUCTURES 2.14.6 V 6
! VENT SYSTEM LOADS E.12.3 / 7

). LATERAL LOADS ON DOWNCOMERS 2.12.2 V

!

l I

i

j

TABLE 1. (CONTINUED).

!
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CRITERI A
W wz Im J pwg to o.-. a< enos go z w

MT z
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*# #
LOADS

b

T-OUENCHER LOADS '

DISCHARGE LINE CLE ARING 2.13.2 / *

TORUS SHELL PRESSURES 2.I3.3 / 8l

y JET LOADS ON SUBMERGED STRUCTURES 2.14.3 / 9 ,

AIR BUBOLE DRAG 2.14.4 y 9
THRUST LOADS ON T/O ARMS 2.13.5 / '

S/RVDL ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPER ATURES 2.13.6 /

TABLE 1. (CONTINUED)
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CRITERIA
52 $ W I

Qom2 m mos g4 2 4 w

a,
ao o. .J q
Z< 4DESCRIPTION

,

-

SUPRESSION POOL TEMPERATURE
I 2.13.8 y foLIMIT

SUPRESSION POOL TEMPERATURE -

2 2.13.9 /MONITORING SYSTEM

f DiFFERENTI AL PRESSURE CONTROL
SYSTEM FOR THOSE PLANTS USING A

3 DRYWELL-TO-WETWELL PRESSURE 2.16 / jj
DIFFERENCE AS A POOL SWELL
MITIGATOR

SRV LOAD ASSESSMENT BY4 2.13.9 y jyIN-PLANT TEST ,

:

i
,

,

!
4

) IABLE 1. (CONTINUED)

,
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Table l' Notes
1

1. The AC requires absolute summation of the C0 load harmonics (from 1 to 50

Hz) for the analysis of structures affected by C0 loads. Vermont Yankee

used a random phasing methodology instead, whereby the absolute sum of the
,

four highest component responses is added algebraically to the SRSS of the

_remaini ng component responses to get a total shell response. Loads on sup-

port and anchor systems were detennined by., adding the absolute value of the

three highest harmonic contributors to the SRSS of the others. Combi nation

of individual harmonic stresses into total element stress was done by con-

sidering frequency contributions at 31 Hz and below. This methodology was

found acceptable. See Section 3.1 for additional details.

2. For condensation oscillation loads on submerged structures, the AC requires

that loads be computed on the basis of both the average of all tources and

maximum nearest source as derived from FSTF data. FSI effects must be
~'

. i ncl uded . For Vermont Yankee phased C0 sources were used for C0 and C0-FSI

drag. Final loads were determined by adding the four maximum frequency con-

tributors to the SRSS sum of the others. See Section 3.1 for additional de-

tails.

3. Instead of using a sinusoidal load superimposed on a static load for a C0

vent system load, both loads were applied in a static manner to calculate

pressures for Vermont Yankee. The low frequercy of the applied pressure was

cited as justification. This analysis was found acceptable.

4. The licensee states that an evaluation was perfonned which showed that the

combined effects (i.e. horizontal and vertical components) of the C0

downcomer load is bounded by chuggi ng lateral loads. Therefore the

licensee used chuggi ng lateral load results for all load cases ir place of

C0 downconer loads. This analysis was found acceptable.

-8- !
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5. The AC requires that total response to post-chug loads is obtained by sun-

ming steady state response from each frequency from 1 to 50 Hz. For Vermont

Yankee post chug, response was obtained by coc.bining the 4 naxinum harmonic

responses with the SRSS of the others for frequencies below 31 Hz. Thi s

methodology was found acceptable. See Section 3.2 for further discussion.

6. For chugging loads on submerged structures, the approach used for Vermontjg

Yankee differs from that approved in the AC. As for CO, source strength for

post chug loads is based on a phasing methodology. However, for post chug

loads five maximum frequency contributors are added to the SRSS sum of the

others. This method was found acceptable. Sae Section 3.2 for further dis-
t

cussion.

7. For internal vent system loads due to chugging, the licensee states that an

evaluation war perfonned which showed that internal vent system pressures

were substantially less than internal vent pressures resulting from pool
-

swell. The licensee used the pool swell pressure values in all combined
.

load cases involvi ng chugging pressures. This analysis was found ac-

c ept able.

8. Torus shell pressus s due to T-quencher loads were based on data collected

f r om i n-pl a nt S RV t est s fo r Ve rmo nt Ya nk e e. These tests followed in general

the guidelines given in the AC for derivi ng loads from i n-plant test data.

After several discussions with the licensee, the Staff's concerns regardire

pressure measurements and design load extrapolations were resolved. See
,

|Section 3.3 for details of this issue and its resolution. i.

1

9. Drag loads on submerged structures in Vermont Yankee were not computed ac-

cordi ng to AC approved methods. Instead, drag loads were based on data col-

lected duri ng i n-plant SRV tests. Test' data was scaled to correct for l

-9-
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appropriate SRV conditions and then applied to the structural model to de-

te rmi ne st ress. This methodology represents an exception to the AC and was

discussed extensively with the licensee. See Section 3.4 for additional

information regarding this issue.

10. In discussions the staff has had .with Vermont Yankee, the licensee has

stated that the maximum bulk pool temperature will not exceed 175"F during

ary of the NRC required transient analyses. The temperature remains below

this level because VY has committed itself to remain in the suppression

pool coolirs mode for the entire length of each transient (i.e. , not to

switch over to a reactor shutdown cooling mode requiri ng removal of the RHR

from suppression pool coolirg.) Based on data supplied by the applicant to

characterize the VY RHR performance (Reference 14), we estimate that such

operation will maintain a local-to-bulk pool temperature difference of

20'F. This implies that pool local temperature will stay below the limits
^~~

imposed by the NRC staff (Reference 6).

11. As a means to reduce shell pressures related to DBA pool swell, a minimum

positive pressure difference of 1.7 psi is maintained between the Vermont

Yankee drywell including the vent system and the torus air space. A

nitrogen inerting system is used to pressurize the drywell to 1.7 psi while

the torus remains at ambient pressure. While the PUAR states that other

methods are also available to maintain this ap, the plant, is required to

come to shutdown according to technical specifications if the main op sys-

t em f ails.

12. A series of four i n-plant SRV tests, each with one cold line actuation fol-

l owed by one hot line, were conducted at Ve rmont Yankee in 1981. Re sult s

from these tests have been used for formulating various SRV loads on the

contai nne nt. See Section 3.3 a nd 3.4 for additional discussion of the VY

in-plant SRV tests and the design load extrapolated from them.

1
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3. SUMMARY OF THE NRC RE0 VEST FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THE VERMONT YANKEE

PUAR.

Durirg the post-implementation audit of the Vermont Yankee PUAR, various

issues were identified as either exceptions to the AC or as areas where addi-

tional information was required. To resolve these issues, a request for infor-

mation (RFI) (Reference 7) was sent to the licensee to obtain further details

which would supplement the information contained in the PUAR. Most of the re-

quested details were presented by the licensee at a meeting in Framingham, MA on

July 26,1983. This meetirg was attended by Yankee Atomic Electric Company and

Teledyne Engineering Services, as well as NRC and its consultants. Additional

information on a few items was furnished by the licensee at a later date: A

memorandum (Reference 13) was sent to NRC from VY on September 7,1983 and tele-

phone conferences were held on the 26th and 27th of September 1983. As a result

of a final meeti ng between Yankee Atomic, Teledyne and NRC held on February 16,
__

1984 in Waltham, MA, all remaining open items regarding the Vermont Yankee PUAR
'

review were closed.

An overview of the RFI sent to Vermont Yankee is presented in Table 2 along

with an indication of the type and status of each item. As the table shows,

four exceptions to the AC have been identified in the Vermont Ya nkee PUAR. As

stated above, all have been satisfactorily resolved. For completeness, follow-

ing Table 2 a brief description of any exceptions to the AC and their justifica-

tion as presented by the licensee, along with the staff's evaluation, is pro-

vided. While the Vermont Yankee.SRV shell loads were not considered an excep-

tion to the AC, a brief discussion of the staf f's concerns and their resolution

is also provided in Section 3.3. It should be noted regardirg Iten 23 of

Table 2 that tview of the Torus Attached Piping Analysis for Vermont Yankee was

not perfonned by BHL.

1

-11-
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TABLE 2. ISSUES IDENTIFIED DURING

POST-IMPLEMENTATION AUDIT
4

TYPFJ1E_ ISSUE 5fATUS"0F" ISSUE
,

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR

TO ADDITIONAL
ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN

1 CLARIFICATION OF POOL X X

TEMPERATURE MONITORING

SYSTEM.

2 TORUS PRESSURE LOAD DIS- X X-
TRIBUTION DURING POOL ..

,

p SWELL.

3 APPLICATION OF PRE-CHUG X X;

AND IBA/C0 LOAD ANALYSIS.

Il SRV LOAD COMPUTER MODEL- X X

; ING.

5 INSTRUMENTATION USED DUR- X X

ING IN-PLANT SRV TESTS.
.

'

6 CALIBRATION FACTORS RELAT- X X
ING IN-PLANT SRV TEST RE-
SULTS TO LOAD CASE CALCU-

,

LATIONS.

!
'

_________ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
..

,

TYPE OF ISSUE STATUS 0F ISSUE

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR

TO ADDITIONAL

ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN

7 VENT HEADER DEFLECTOR X X

LOAD APPLICATION.

8 DETAILS OF SINGLE VENT X X

LATERAL CHUGGING LOADS.

9 MULTIPLE DOWNCOMER LAT- X X

ERAL CHUGGING LOADS. ,

h 10 , CALCULATION OF POOL SWELL X X

IMPACT LOADS ON DOWNCOMERS.
'

11 LOCA BUBBLE DRAG LOADS. X X

12 SIMILARITY OF VERMONT X X-

YANKEE RING GIRDER WITH .

COMPUTER MODEL USED FOR

CALCULATION.

13 RING GIRDER DRAG LOADS. X X

14 METHOD USED TO INCLUDE X X

FSI EFFECTS ON SUBMERGED

STRUCTURES.

*

_ _ _ _
_ ._.



TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)

TYPE OF ISSilE SIATUS OF ISSilE

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR

TO ADDITIONAL

ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN
.

15 LOADS ON CATWALK GRATING X X

16 CALCULATION OF LOCAL-TO- X X
'

Bulk POOL lEMPERATURE

DIFFERENCES.

17 SPECIFICATION OF PROCE- X X,
DURES BY WHICH OPERATOR

b WILL IDENTIFY SBA AND
,'

INSURE MANUAL OPERATION

OF ADS.

18 DETAILS OF P'00t SWELL X X

LOAD CALCULATIONS FOR

VENT SYSTEM.

19 SUBMERGED STRUCTURE DRAG X X
LOADS CALCULATED FROM SRV

TEST DATA.

20 WATER JET AND BUBBLE DRAG X X
LOADS ON T-0UENCHER, SUP-

,

PORTS AND SRVDL,

,

__ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED) -

TYPE OF ISSUE STATUS OF ISSUE

EXCEPTION REQUESTS FOR

TO ADDITIONAL

ITEM DESCRIPTION NUREG-0661 AC INFORMATION RESOLVED OPEN

21 RANDOM PHASING OF LOAD X X

HARHONICS TO ANALYZE

STRUCTURES AFFECTED BY ,

C0 LOADS.

22 CHUGGINd LOAD APPLICATION. X X

23 TORUS ATTACHED PIPING AN- X X

h. ALYSIS.
'

-

.

f

*

*

. _ - -_ - . - - - _ . _ - - _ - ._
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3.l armonic Phasing for CD Response. (Item 21ofTable2).

The CD torus shell load is an oscillating load caused by periodic pressure

oscillations superimposed upon the prevailing local static pressure. The LDR

defines the load in terms.of a rigid wall pressure amplitude versus frequency

spectra from 0 to 50 Hz which is to be used in conjunction with a flexible wall

coupled fluid structure model. In addition, three alternate sets of spectral

amplitudes are provided in the range from 4'tc.16 Hz and the alternate which

maximized the response is to be used. The resulting responses from applying the
,

amplitude at each frequency given in the total spectra to be analyzed are to be

summed. The above procedure was found acceptable in the AC because the high de-

gree of conservatism associated with the direct summation of the Fourier compo-

nents of the spectrum was more than sufficient to compensate for any uncertain-;

ties associated with the FSTF data from which the load specification was devel-
|

|
oped. Direct application of the above methodology to the Vemont Yankee torus

proved to be too conservative and so an alternate approach based on a study per-

, formed i n Reference 8 was used. The alternate appr3ach obtains the total re-

sponse for C0 by taking the absolute sum of the four highest harmonic component

responses and adding algebraically the SRSS of the remaining component responses

for shell stresses. Loads on the support and anchor systems are detemined by

adding the three highest harmonics to the SRSS of the others. For C0 drag loads

on submerged structures the four maximum hamonic contributors added to the SRSS

sum of the others are used for source strength. In all these cases only harmon-

ics of 31 Hz or below are considered, while the AC requires hamonics to 50 Hz.

The Vermont Yankee procedure is one of several variations for implementing

phasing in the C0 load definition discussed in Reference 8 and subsequent SMA

Reports (References 9,10) which accounts for data obtained after Reference 8

was published. Reference 11 reviews the various design rules and their

.
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justification as given in References 8, 9 and 10 and discuses why they are ac-
!

| ceptable alternatives to the LDR procedure. The method used for Vermont Yankee

shell stresses .and torus loads was one which was found to be narginally accept-
1

j able in Reference 11 provided stresses are not within a few percent of allow-

| ables. Since critical stresses in the Vermont Yankee shell and its support
|

| system are well below allowables (see pp. 38-43 of the PUAR) for controlling
l'

load combinations which include CO, the alternate approach for obtaining shell

and support system C0 response has been found acceptable. Using phased C0 sour-

ces for submerged structure drag loads has'been found acceptable since one can

expect the C0 pressure signals to be considerably more desynchronized for this

loading phenomena than for the shell pressure loads.

3.2 Harmonic Phasino for Post-Chug Respons_e_. (Item 22 of Table 2).

Post-chugging is defined cs a spectral load across a wide band of fre-

quencies, similar to CO, but lower in amplitude. The AC requires that total

~

response to post-chug loads is obtained by summing steady state response from
*

each frequency from 1 to 50 Hz. For Vermont Yankee the response of the torus

shell and associated support system was obtained by combining the 4 maximum har-

monic responses with the SRSS of the others for frequencies below 31 Hz. The

licensee states in the PUAR that post-chug stresses were small and loads due to

post-chug were always bounded by pre-chug values. Therefore, the licensee used

pre-chug stress values for all analysis involving post-chugging. The PUAR fur-

ther states that these pre-chug stresses may be increased by 53% and still meet

allowables. Based on these statements by the licensee and the fact that chug-

ging is generally acknowledged to be an asynchronous load, the use of pre-chug

stresses for all load combinations involving post-chuqqing to evaluate shell and

support system stresses has been found acceptable,
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1 _ ,

. has be{n employed for Ve rmont -Ycpee. Since post-chug loads for submerged
1

,
structurg drag loads can be expected to be even more desynchronized than for

.

~

she?1 xlodds and s[nce absoJute suhding of the five maximum hamonics is a fairly-

3 '; _- ,; ---

y (conis'ervatfve phasing app {oach, this method has also been found acceptable.

[. 3.'3 SRV Torus 4Shell Load _s. (Item 6 of Table.2).

. According.to the PUUR:(Sect ~ ion 3.2.4), these loads derive from data ob-
'

~

tained during SRV tests perfomed in the Vermont Yankee (VY) plant. This ap-

proach it f r. conformity with ' he AC (section 2.13.9). However, the descriptiont

-

provided by the applicant (Appendix 1 of the PUAR) of the tests and procedures

usdd.to develop the design locds was deemed inadequate to insure that the load

development was in total compliance with the AC requirements. These requi re-

raerts ihclude conservative interpretation of the in-plant test data (Section
'

'2.13.9.2.3 of the AC) and extrapolation of the results'to design basis condi-
1

tions using approved methods.'

.In responss to the RFI (Reference 7), the applicant provided additional in-.

formation at the July 26, 1983 meeting (Reference 12). This included more de-

t' ail relative to test conditions and the measured torus shell pressures. The

latter were surprisingly irm (2.5 psi maximum compared to about 7 psi in the
.

Monticello plant and 9 psi in Peach Bottom). Of some concern.al so was the very

low design value of torus shell pressere used by the applicant (5.8 psi).
;

j In a continuing effort to clarify this apparently anomalous behaviour, ad-

ditiotal information was supplied by the applicant via Reference 13 and the

; Telecoms of the 26th and 27th of September 1983. This revealed that the mea-

sured oressures were not anomalous but simply reflected the load-nitigating ef-

fect of the drywell-to-wetwell pressure differential (ap) which was in place
.
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,

during the VY i n-plant SRV tests. We still felt, however, that the value of the

I
torus shell pressure used for design did not provide sufficient margin to accom- |

modate the many uncertainties exhibited by the SRV load phenanenon discussed in

Reference 1.

To resolve this concern, the applicant was asked to supply us with the

means for making an independent estimate of the design load. This involves a
P

complete description of the conditions prevailing during the tests, a complete

tabulation of the data base, and a precise definition of design basis condi-

tions. Most of this information was supplied at the meetirg of February 16,

1984. Also provided was an indication of the margins available between design

and allowables. The smallest of these margins (on shell stress) could accommo-

date a greater than three-fold increase in the design pressure.

From the information made available to us, and using load trends derived

from the approved LDR methodology, we estimate that a suitable design value of
~~~

torus shell pressure is above 8.0 psid but no greater than 9.0 psid. This ex-
'

ceeds the value used by the applicant (5.8 psi) but it is well below the value

that can be accanmodated by the structure (5.8 x 3 ~ 17) psi). On this basis,

we find the proposed design acceptable.

3.4 In-Plant SRV Data for Submerced Structure Draq. (Item 19 of Table 2).

The AC and LDR require T-quencher bubble-induced drag loads on submerged

structures to be calculated on the basis of an analytical model whose major as-

sumptions are summarized in Section 5.2.5.1 of the LDR (Ref. 3). .Fo r Ve rmont

Yankee a completely different approach was used: Durirs in-plant SRV tests in

Vermont Yankee and three other plants strains were measured on two or three sub-

merged structures in each plant. From these data (a total of 10 points) an

equivalent static load was computed for each structure. This was done by cal-

culating the static pressure load which would produce the same bending stresses
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as those measured, when applied uniformly to the structure. From these calcula-

tions a curve was developed showing static pressure values versus distance from

the quencher. The curve is supposed to represent the equivalent static drag

pressures, including quencher jet loads. To account' for other SRV load cases

besides those tested, the curve is scaled by the ratio of the calculated shell

pressures for the various cases to the test case.

The staff had several concerns with this methodology, particularly since it

did not account for bubble frequency content or structure response characteris-

tics in a direct manner. After extensive discussions of this issue with the

licensee at several meetings 'and teleconferences, some concerns were resolved

but others remained. The staff was not fully cony'.nced that the arguments pre-

sented were sufficiently substantiated by the limited data base available.

However, the licensee also presented a list of submerged structures in

Vernant Yankee, along with a multiplier indicating how much SRV drag loads on

the. structure could be increased. For all but one structure this multiplier was

greater than 5 and for some structures greater than 10, i.e. , even if SRV drag

loads were 5 times (or in some cases 10 times) greater than the loads calculated

by the VY method, allowable stresses would still not be exceeded. The one ex-

ception was a downcaner which would reach stress allowables with an 83% load in-

crease. For this structure the licensee presented results calculated by a sepa-

rate agent for another plant owned by a different utility whiph used a test

calibrated version of the LDR methodology for its SRV drag loads. For a similar

downcomer at a similar distance from the quencher, the loads calculated for this

plant were the same or less than those obtained by VY, giving the staff confi-

dence that an 83% load margin was quite adequate for the downcomer in VY.

Based on the large margins available for all structures except the down-

comer and based on the favorable comparison of loads on a similar downcomer

|

|

|
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computed with a method acceptable to the staff, the VY submerged structures drag

loads are found to be satisfactory by the staff.

3.5 C0/ Chugging Ring Girder Draa Loads. (Item 13 of Table 2).

The theoretical hydrodynamic mass coefficient used for the Ring Girder C0

and chugging drag analysis of VY is not the limiting one required by the AC,

i.e. , a circumscribed cylinder of diameter equal toh l i n the maximummax

transverse dimension. Instead, a circumscribed cylinder of diameter L ismax

used, justified by the relatively low ratio of fluid motion to structural dimen-

sion. The staff finds this calculation acceptable.

Adjustments made to the wall interference factor made in the VY Ring Girder

drag calculations are within AC guidelines.

_

e

D

|

1
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4. CONCLUSIONS

- A post-implementation pool dynamic load audit of the Vernont Vakee PUAR

was conducted to verify compliance of the plant unique analysis with the ac-

ceptance criteria contained in NUREG-0661. As a result of the audit, several

items were identified which required additional information for resolution. A

request for information was sent to the licensee in May,1983. At a meeti ng

with the licensee in July,1983, and through. correspondence, as well as tele-

phone conference-calls, additional information regardi ng outstanding items was

received. A final meeting in February,1984 led to the closing of all remaining

open items. The review of the VY PUAR Torus Suppression Chamber has been com-

pleted with no issues or concerns outstanding.

_..

O

l'

l
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